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Molecular diagnostics testing plays a key role in precision medicine. It is embedded at every
stage of the treatment pathway – from providing reliable information that informs the optimal
treatment for the individual patient to precise monitoring of its effectiveness. A growing
number of healthcare organization services (HCOs) and physicians are adopting molecular
diagnostics to diagnose or predict susceptibility for inherited conditions, determine carrier
status, screen for common disorders, predict drug response, select appropriate treatments,
and monitor disease recurrence.
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In his role with QIAGEN, Scott has been
focused on solving the data interpretation
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The healthcare industry is undergoing a

decision-support challenges are addressed at

dynamic shift away from DNA-based diagnostic

“You will not see true genomics-guided
precision medicine capabilities within provider
networks until they can figure out how to best
integrate genomics data with clinical outcomes
data and real-world evidence. I think that’s the
real challenge right now,” Scott says. n
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